Lentiviral gp34/OX40L gene transfer into dendritic cells facilitates alloreactive CD4+ T-cell response in vitro.
Gene-modified dendritic cells (DCs) are promising targets for cancer immunotherapy. In this study, we demonstrated that lentiviral transduction of DCs with the gp34/OX40L gene, one of the costimulatory molecules, facilitates alloreactive CD4+ T-cell response in vitro. We achieved a 20% to 40% efficiency of gp34/OX40L gene transfer into DCs by the lentiviral vector, and lentiviral gp34/OX40L gene transfer did not alter the surface phenotype of either immature or mature DCs, suggesting that expression of gp34/OX40L did not induce the maturation of immature DCs and that gp34/OX40L-transduced DCs could fully differentiate into mature DCs. gp34/OX40L gene transfer facilitated an allogeneic CD4+ T-cell response in vitro by mature DCs but not by immature DCs. Dose escalation of the transgene induced an increasing amount of gp34/OX40L expression, leading to an increasing level of up-regulation of the allogeneic CD4+ T-cell response. The addition of anti-gp34 monoclonal antibody totally abrogated this up-regulation. These results suggest that this facilitation of allogeneic CD4+ T-cell response is specifically dependent on gp34/OX40L expressed on transduced DCs. Taken together, our findings show that gp34/ OX40L plays an important role in allogeneic CD4+ T-cell activation by DCs and that lentiviral gp34/OX40L gene transfer into DCs may be a useful strategy for cancer immunotherapy.